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ABSTRACT: A theoretical study was elaborated to support the
experimental results of the Zn-doped α-Ag2WO4. Theses α-
Ag2−2xZnxWO4 (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.25) solid solutions were obtained by
coprecipitation method. X-ray diffraction data indicated that all α-
Ag2−2xZnxWO4 (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.25) microcrystals presented an
orthorhombic structure. The experimental values of the micro-
Raman frequencies were in reasonable agreement with both
previously reported and calculated results. Microscopy images
showed that the replacement of Ag+ by Zn2+ promoted a reduction
in the average crystal size and modifications in the morphology,
from rod-like with hexagonal shape to roll-like with a curved surface. A theoretical methodology based on the surfaces
calculations and Wulff constructions was applied to study the particle shapes transformations and the surface energy variations in
α-Ag2−2xZnxWO4 (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.25) system. The decrease in the band gap value (from 3.18 to 3.08 eV) and the red shift in
photoluminescence with the Zn2+ addition were associated with intermediary energy levels between the valence and conduction
bands. First-principles calculations with density functional theory associated with B3LYP hybrid functional were conducted. The
calculated band structures revealed an indirect band gap for the α-Ag2−2xZnxWO4 models. The electronic properties of α-
Ag2WO4 and α-Ag2−2xZnxWO4 microcrystals were linked to distortion effects and oxygen vacancies (VO

x ) present in the clusters,
respectively. Finally, photoluminescence properties of α-Ag2WO4 and α-Ag2−2xZnxWO4 microcrystals were explained by means
of distortional effects and oxygen vacancies (VO

x ) in [AgOy] (y = 2, 4, 6, and 7) and [WO6] clusters, respectively, causing a red
shift. Calculations revealed that the substitution for Ag+ with Zn2+ occurred randomly in the α-Ag2WO4 lattice, and it was more
favorable on the Ag4 site, where the local coordination of Ag+ cations was four.

1. INTRODUCTION

Metal tungstates are a well-known family of inorganic materials
due to their prominent properties with multifunctional
applications in many fields such as catalysis, photocatalysis,
microbial agents, and luminescence.1−12

α-Ag2WO4 is a significant member of this family, and a
variety of particle characteristics and properties have been
obtained using different methods such as electrochemical,13

sonochemical,3,14 supersonic assisted homogeneous precipita-
tion,15 conventional hydrothermal,3 hydrothermal micro-
wave,5,16−21 and coprecipitation method.3,4,16,22−30 Very
recently, Fan et al. reported a preparation method for highly
uniform one-dimensional α-Ag2WO4 nanostructures with a
controllable aspect ratio.31 α-Ag2WO4 has received significant
attention owing to its potential applications, in different fields
such as organic catalysis,24,32,33 photocatalysis,4,17,34 electro-
catalysis,25 gas sensing,1,19 dye adsorbents,14 photoswitches,35

and as antimicrobial5 and antibacterial agents.14,15,17 These
unique features provide the opportunity to tailor the basic

physical and chemical properties and performance of α-
Ag2WO4 compounds by intentionally mixing them with metals.
Obtaining solid solutions, formed by a mixture of two or

more crystalline solids, is found to be a very effective strategy to
tailor the crystal structure, continuous tenability of band gap
values, and optical properties. Solid solutions may have new
properties or improve on those existing in separate phases. In
particular, the synthesis and formation mechanisms of the solid
solutions of metal tungstate, their stability and corresponding
properties, as well as the potential technological applications,
are important topics of research.
In this context, the synthesis and characterization of solid

solutions involving metal tungstates such as Sr1−xPbxWO4,
36

Ca1−xSrxWO4,
37 Ba1−xSrxWO4,

38 and Sr1−xBaxWO4
37 have been

performed. The photoluminescence (PL) properties of
CaxSr1−xWO4

39 and Ca1−xCdxWO4
40 have been analyzed,
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while the structures, optical properties, and magnetism have
been studied for Zn1−xNixWO4,

41 Mn1−xCuxWO4,
42

Cd1−xZnxWO4,
43 Ni1−xCoxWO4,

44 Zn1−xCuxWO4,
45 and

Zn1−xCoxWO4.
46

Our group is engaged in a research devoted to finding a
rational synthesis of solid based on the α-Ag2WO4 material, and
very recently, we performed a study on the effects of chemical
substitution of α-Ag2−2xNixWO4 solid solutions.47 α-Ag2WO4
presents an orthorhombic structure with space group Pn2n.
Each W cation is bonded to six oxygen atoms, while the Ag
cations are found to have two-, four-, six-, and seven-
coordinated geometries. Therefore, the corresponding building
blocks of this structure are the [WO6] cluster with Oh
symmetry and [AgOy] (y = 2, 4, 6, and 7) clusters with C2v,
Td, Oh, and D5h symmetries, respectively. These clusters are
distorted, because different W−O and Ag−O distances can be
sensed, and then these clusters present deviations from the
ideal symmetry.3,48 ZnWO4 has a monoclinic structure with the
space group P2/c, where six oxygen ions are arranged around
W and Zn cations forming a distorted octahedral coordination,
corresponding to [WO6] and [ZnO6] clusters, respectively.

49 In
both α-Ag2WO4 and ZnWO4 structures, all clusters are
asymmetric and not homogeneous. This fact results in a set
of nonequivalent clusters of metal−oxygen bonds distributed
over the lattice. In addition, differences in the ionic radii and
charges between Ag+ and Zn2+ may produce lattice distortions
and vacancies in the crystal. Thus, through the substitution of
Ag+ with Zn2+ in α-Ag2WO4, an interesting prospect for
applications is the control of material properties in the
corresponding solid solution by disturbance of the local M−
O environment.
Herein, we developed new α-Ag2−2xZnxWO4 (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.25)

solid solutions via a simple coprecipitation (CP) method. The
structure was confirmed by X-ray diffraction (XRD), X-ray
fluorescence spectrometry (XRF), Rietveld refinement data,
micro-Raman (MR) and Fourier transform infrared (FTIR)
spectroscopies. The optical properties were investigated by
ultraviolet−visible (UV−vis) diffuse reflectance spectroscopy
and photoluminescence (PL). Field-emission scanning electron
microscopy (FE-SEM) images were employed to evaluate the
shapes, sizes, and growth processes of the crystals as the doped
concentration of Zn2+ ions in the α-Ag2WO4 network was
increased. To complement these experimental results, theoreti-
cal calculations with the density functional theory (DFT) were
performed. The electronic information, such as band structure
and density of states (DOS), and Raman spectra were
calculated to understand the phenomenon of structural
order−disorder in the α-Ag2WO4 structure caused by Zn2+

replacement.
The paper is organized in three other sections. Section 2

describes the methodology details. Section 3 exposes the results
and the discussion concerning the structural and properties
characteristics. The paper combined experimental and theoreti-
cal results in order to understand the relationship between the
structural modifications and the obtained PL properties.
Section 4 describes our conclusions.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Synthesis of α-Ag2−2xZnxWO4 Microcrystals. The α-

Ag2−2xZnxWO4 (x = 0, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20 and 0.25) microcrystals
were prepared by the CP method. The procedure for the typical α-
Ag2−2xZnxWO4 microcrystals synthesized by the CP method is
described as follows: 1 × 10−3 mol of tungstate (VI) sodium

dihydrated (Na2WO4·2H2O; 99.5% purity, Sigma-Aldrich) and 2 ×
10−3 mol of silver(I) nitrate (AgNO3; 99.8% purity, Sigma-Aldrich)
were dissolved separately in 50 mL of deionized water at 80 °C under
magnetic stirring. The solution with Ag+ and NO3

− was added to the
solution containing the WO4

2− ions, and this solution remained at 80
°C under magnetic stirring for 30 min. After that, a yellow suspension
appeared, and a white precipitate was rapidly formed. The solid
solutions were prepared according to the molar ratio in α-
Ag2−2xZnxWO4 (x = 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, and 0.25) considering the
charge balance between Ag+ and Zn2+. Zinc nitrate octahydrated
(Zn(NO3)2·8H2O; 99.99% purity, Sigma-Aldrich) was added to
AgNO3 solution, and the procedure was similar to that described for
the α-Ag2WO4. The resulting suspensions were washed several times
with deionized water to remove the residual Na+ ions. The crystalline
α-Ag2−2xZnxWO4 microcrystals were collected and dried in an oven at
70 °C.

Characterization. These α-Ag2−2xZnxWO4 microcrystals were
structurally characterized by XRD patterns using a D/Max-2000PC
diffractometer Rigaku (Japan) with Cu Ka radiation (λ = 1.5406 Å) in
the 2θ range from 10° to 70° in the normal routine with a scanning
velocity of 2°/min and from 10° to 110° with a scanning velocity of
1°/min in the Rietveld routine. XRF analyses were performed on a
Shimadzu EDX 720 XRF spectrometer. MR spectroscopy was
conducted on a Horiba Jobin-Yvon (Japan) spectrometer charge-
coupled device detector and argon-ion laser (Melles Griot, United
States) operating at 514.5 nm with maximum power of 200 mW. The
spectra were measured in the range of 250−1000 cm−1. FTIR
spectroscopy was recorded in the range from 250 to 1000 cm−1 using
KBr pellets as a reference in a Bomem−Michelson spectrophotometer
in transmittance mode (model MB102). The shapes and sizes of these
α-Ag2−2xZnxWO4 microcrystals were observed with an FE-SEM
Inspect F50 (FEI Company, Hillsboro, OR) operated at 5 kV. The
optical properties of the α-Ag2−2xZnxWO4 microcrystals were analyzed
by UV−vis and PL spectroscopies. UV−vis spectra were taken using a
(Varian, USA) spectrophotometer (model Cary 5G) in a diffuse-
reflectance mode. PL measurements were performed through a
Monospec 27 monochromator (Thermal Jarrel Ash) coupled to a
R446 photomultiplier (Hamamatsu Photonics, Japan). A krypton-ion
laser (Coherent Innova 90K; λ = 350.7 nm) was used as the excitation
source; its maximum output power was maintained at 500 mW. The
laser beam was passed through an optical chopper, and its maximum
power on the sample was maintained at 40 mW. PL measurements
were performed at room temperature.

Computational Details. All theoretical calculations for the α-
Ag2WO4 and α-Ag2−2xZnxWO4 structure were performed with the
CRYSTAL14 software package.50 This code uses a Gaussian-type basis
set to represent crystalline orbitals as a linear combination of Bloch
functions defined in terms of local functions (atomic orbitals). The
computational method is based in the DFT associated with the Becke’s
three-parameter hybrid nonlocal exchange functional51 combinated
with a Lee−Yang−Parr gradient-corrected correlation functional52

(B3LYP). The diagonalization of the Fock matrix was performed using
a (4 × 4 × 4) Pack-Monkhorst k-points grid in the reciprocal-space.
The thresholds controlling the accuracy of the calculation of the
Coulomb and exchange integrals were set to 1 × 10−8 and 1 × 10−14,
and the percent of Fock/Kohn−Sham matrix mixing was set to 30
(IPMIX keyword). The lattice parameters and the internal atomic
coordinates were fully optimized until all force components were less
than 1 × 10−6 eV Å−2. The basis sets to describe the atomic centers of
α-Ag2WO4 were the same as those employed by Longo et al.;5 Zn
atoms were described by 86−411d31G, which was obtained from the
Crystal Web site.53 The Raman vibrational modes and their
corresponding frequencies were calculated using numerical second
derivatives of total energies as implemented in the CRYSTAL14
package.50 The band structure and DOS of the models were
constructed along the appropriate high-symmetry directions of the
corresponding irreducible Brillouin zone. Three models were
constructed to more accurately describe structural and electronic
properties derived from the experimental synthesis, a pure α-Ag2WO4,
and two models in which the Zn2+ cation substitutes the Ag+ cation
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with formation of Ag vacancy, to consider the charge balance between
Ag+ and Zn2+ cations. To evaluate the stability of substituted
structures, we directly compared the total energies of the Zn
replacement in the α-Ag2WO4. The procedure to obtain the complete
set of morphologies, based on the Wulff construction, has been
previously presented by Andreś et al.54

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
XRD and XRF. The long-range order of α-Ag2−2xZnxWO4

was evaluated by XRD diffraction. Figure 1a−f shows the XRD
patterns of the α-Ag2−2xZnxWO4 microcrystals, where x = 0.0,
0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, and 0.25, respectively, obtained by the CP
at 80 °C for 30 min.

The XRD patterns (Figure 1) confirm that all α-
Ag2−2xZnxWO4 samples have a pure orthorhombic structure
(space group Pn2n, C2v

10 symmetry)55,56 in accordance with the
Inorganic Crystal Structure Database card No. 4165. The well-
defined diffraction peaks of Figure 1 suggest a high degree of
crystallinity,57 for all materials. It is noticed that the
orthorhombic periodicity was not affected by the presence of
Zn2+ ions (see Figure 1b−f). The presence of Zn2+ in the lattice
causes only a small structural distortion, confirmed by the lower
definition of the diffraction peaks and the small shift observed
in the strongest diffraction peaks of Figure SI-1. However, the
diffraction peaks were slightly shifted to higher 2θ values as the
Zn2+ ion concentration was increased, resulting in smaller
interplanar distances. The left shift observed in some peaks of
the x = 0.10 sample is possibly caused by the creation of
homogeneous defects induced by the structure relaxation. This
relaxation is due to the number of vacancies and the kinds of
sites occupied by the Zn atoms. The XRD results (Figure 1)
indicate that the Zn2+ ions have been incorporated into the
lattice and induced a slight reduction in the unit cell volume. It
is important to note that the x = 0.25 is the maximum Zn-
doping value, because from a large value of x the network α-
Ag2WO4 is not maintained and even appears the formation of
other phases (see Figure SI-2).
The presence of Zn2+ ions and their relative values in

comparison with the Ag1+ were confirmed by XRF analysis (see
Table SI-1). This methodology was used for the determination
of silver and zinc concentrations in the α-Ag2−2xZnxWO4

structure by direct nondestructive method. The results show
that the molar amounts were close to the calculated values for
the syntheses. Some small deviations observed between
theoretical and experimental values are assigned to matrix
effects and equipment errors, such as calibration curve and
interference effects.

Rietveld Refinement Analysis. A detailed study of the
XRD patterns was conducted by means of Rietveld refinement
analysis using the General Structure Analysis System (GSAS)
program.58 This technique allows an estimation of real structure
parameters comparing the XRD peak profiles with the profile of
other reported papers.59 In these analyses, the background was
refined using a Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind, and the
peak profiles were adjusted by the Thompson-Cox-Hastings
pseudo-Voigt (pV−TCH)60 function with the asymmetry
function described by Finger et al.61 The anisotropy in half-
width was taken into account using the model developed by
Stephens.62

In this paper, we performed the Rietveld refinement to check
the effects of the substitution of Ag+ by Zn2+ in the crystalline
structure of α-AgWO4. Rietveld refinement plots of α-
Ag2−2xZnxWO4 for (a−f) x = 0, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, and
0.25, respectively, are shown in Figure SI-3. The Rietveld
results were in accordance with ICSD Card No. 4165.55 The
crystals exhibited a single phase, confirming that there is a
substitution for Ag+ by Zn2+ cations in all samples (x = 0.05,
0.10, 0.15, 0.20, and 0.25). Figure SI-3a−f shows good
concordance between the experimental XRD patterns and
theoretical results. This affirmation is based on the slight
differences between the experimental intensity (YObs) and the
calculated intensity (YCalc), as shown by the line YObs − YCalc.
So, the quality of the refinement is generally checked using R-
values (Rwp, RBragg, Rp, and χ2). The Table SI-2 shows low
deviations in the R-values, suggesting that the refinement result
presents acceptable values. Additional information concerning
the refinement reliability and the cell information are illustrated
in Table SI-2. On the basis of the Rietveld refinement, there is a
small difference between the unit cell parameters of each
sample. The volume of the unit cell decreased with the Zn2+

incorporation; this is a consequence of the decrease in the cell
parameters (see Table SI-2). Therefore, the substitution
process of Ag+ by Zn2+ provokes a rearrangement of the
geometry for the [AgOy] by [ZnOy] (y = 2, 4, 6, and 7)
clusters; then, the local geometry of the metals (W, Ag, and Zn)
and their corresponding interactions with oxygen anions
contribute to the structural and electronic modifications.
Tables SI-3 and SI-4 shows the atomic positions for Ag, W,

O, and Zn estimated in the refinement. These results show that
there are changes in the positions of all atoms (Ag, W, and O),
even with the introduction of a low Zn2+ concentration. These
variations are more pronounced in the O positions, since they
are the lighter atoms and form connections between the
adjacent clusters along the [AgOy]−[ZnOy] (y = 2, 4, 6, and 7)
framework.

Unit Cell Representation for α-Ag2−2xZnxWO4. Figure 2
displays a schematic representation of the α-Ag1.50Zn0.25WO4
orthorhombic unit cell. This structure was modeled using the
Visualization for Electronic and Structural Analysis (VESTA)
program.63 From the lattice parameters and atomic coordinates
obtained through of the Rietveld refinements (listed in Table
SI-4), it was possible to construct the unit cell represented in
Figure 2.

Figure 1. XRD of the α-Ag2−2xZnxWO4 (where x = (a) 0, (b) 0.05, (c)
0.10, (d) 0.15, (e) 0.20, and (f) 0.25) microcrystals obtained by the
CP method at 80 °C for 30 min.
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It is well-known3,23,47 that α-Ag2WO4 is composed of three
different W sites (W1, W2, and W3), all coordinated with six
oxygen atoms forming a distorted [WO6] cluster with an
octahedral configuration. Six types of Ag sites with four
different coordinations are presented (see Table 1): the Ag1
and Ag2 atoms are bonded with seven oxygen atoms generating
a distorted bipyramidal [AgO7] clusters; already the Ag3 atoms
are linked by six oxygen atoms that form the distorted
octahedral [AgO6] cluster; for Ag4 and Ag5 atoms are arranged
with four oxygen atoms, forming the distorted tetrahedral
[AgO4] clusters; and finally the Ag6 atoms are coordinated by
two oxygen atoms, which form an angular [AgO2] cluster.
The Rietveld refinement technique allows for identifying

possible sites of Zn2+ cation occupancies in the α-
Ag2−2xZnxWO4 lattice. The substitution of Ag sites with Zn2+

cations represented through [AgOy]/[ZnOy] (y = 2, 4, 6, and
7) clusters was determined for α-Ag2−2xZnxWO4 (x = 0.10,
0.15, 0.20, and 0.25) solid solutions, and these are listed in
Table 1 with their atomic occupation values.
The refinement results show that the Zn2+ cations occupy

different sites in the α-Ag2WO4 lattice. In the α-Ag2−2xZnxWO4
(x = 0.10 and 0.15) samples, Zn cations occupy the Ag1 and
Ag2 sites corresponding to [AgO7] and Ag6 sites of the [AgO2]
clusters. For α-Ag2−2xZnxWO4 (x = 0.20), the replacement
takes place at these sites, as well as at the Ag4 site of the
[AgO4] cluster. Finally, for α-Ag2−2xZnxWO4 (x = 0.25), the
substitutions occur in the Ag1, Ag2, Ag3, Ag4, and Ag6 sites of
the [AgOy] (y = 7, 7, 6, 4, and 2) clusters, respectively. With the
increase in the amount of Zn2+, there is a saturation of the
substitution of Ag1, Ag2, and Ag6 sites, and the Zn2+ begins to
occupy other sitesfirst the Ag4 and then the Ag3 sites. The
[ZnOy] (y = 7, 6, 4, and 2) arrangements are represented,

respectively, by distorted bipyramidal, tetrahedral, octahedral,
and angular clusters. The random occupations of the Zn2+

cations lead to distortions in the α-Ag2WO4 lattice observed by
the different values of bond lengths and angles. These structural
differences result in electronic order−disorder effects that,
consequently, influence the α-Ag2WO4 material as a whole,
which is confirmed mainly by the morphology and optical
properties.
The atomic Zn occupation values are illustrated in Table 1;

however, to have greater accuracy of these values, another
technique such as extended X-ray absorption fine structure
(EXAFS) analysis is required.

Structural Theoretical Analysis for α-Ag2−2xZnxWO4.
The Rietveld results show that orthorhombic α-Ag2WO4
presents a very complex structure with different kinds of
[AgOy] clusters (where y can be 2, 4, 6, and 7) and that Zn2+

replacement can occur in any of these sites, depending on the
Zn2+ concentration. To complement the experimental results
and to study the effects of the presence of Zn2+ in the α-
Ag2WO4 structure, two theoretical models, namely, A and B, for
x = 0.25 (stoichiometry coefficient) of Zn ions were selected, in
which the Zn replacements and Ag vacancies were made
considering the charge balance between the Ag+ and Zn2+

cations. In model A, the Ag2 sites were replaced by Zn2+

cations, while in model B, the replacement was on the Ag4
sites, and the vacancies were allocated near the substitution
sites in both models.
The theoretical results indicated that the Zn2+ could be

located in both Ag2 and Ag4 positions. However, the Zn
replacement on the Ag4 site (model B) was 0.15 eV more
stable than that in the Ag2 site (model A). The α-
Ag2−2xZnxWO4 geometry showing the Zn additions and the
Ag vacancy positions is depicted in Figure SI-4.
An analysis of the changes provoked by the substitution by

Zn reveals that all clusters undergo modifications, exhibiting
new coordination numbers and oxygen vacancies, as
summarized in Table 2.

Besides the structural distortion, the Zn replacement changes
the α-Ag2WO4 electronic structure with the creation of holes in
the systems, which are responsible for changes in the electronic
properties of the tungstate. Thus, the properties are not only
functions of the shallow defects (distorted clusters), as in the

Figure 2. Schematic representation of crystalline units cells of α-
Ag2−2xZnxWO4 (x = 0.25) microcrystals.

Table 1. Atomic Zn Occupation in Sites of [AgOy]
a Clusters of the α-Ag2−2xZnxWO4

b Microcrystals

refined formula (α-Ag2−2xZnxWO4) Ag1 [AgO7] Ag2 [AgO7] Ag3 [AgO6] Ag4 [AgO4] Ag5 [AgO4] Ag6 [AgO2]

x = 0.10 occupation [ZnO7] 0.026 [ZnO7] 0.046 [ZnO2] 0.028
x = 0.15 occupation [ZnO7] 0.031 [ZnO7] 0.058 [ZnO2] 0.062
x = 0.20 occupation [ZnO7] 0.015 [ZnO7] 0.087 [ZnO4] 0.063 [ZnO2] 0.035
x = 0.25 occupation [ZnO7] 0.022 [ZnO7] 0.078 [ZnO6] 0.022 [ZnO4] 0.074 [ZnO2] 0.048

ay = 2, 4, 6, and 7. bx = 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, and 0.25.

Table 2. Kinds of Clusters Present in the Models after
Optimization

structures Ag clusters
Zn

clusters W clusters

α-Ag2WO4 [AgO7] [AgO6] [AgO4] [AgO2] [WO6]
ZnWO4 [ZnO6] [WO6]
model A [AgO6] [AgO5] [AgO4] [ZnO4] [WO4]
model B [AgO5] [AgO4] [ZnO4] [WO5] [WO4]
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case of the α-Ag2WO4 structure, but also are functions of
deeper defects (oxygen vacancies, VO

x ) in the clusters presented
in α-Ag2−2xZnxWO4 caused by the rearrangement of the oxygen
atoms around the cations. Therefore, in the α-Ag2−2xZnxWO4
solid solutions, there are [WO5·VO

x ], [WO4·2VO
x ], [ZnO5·VO

x ],
[ZnO4·2VO

x ], and [AgOx]d
x distorted clusters that are respon-

sible for the PL properties.
Micro-Raman Spectroscopy Analysis. Through the

Raman it is possible to determine the structural order of the
material.64 In accordance with the literature65 the α-Ag2WO4
structure is classified into the internal and external modes, due
to the weak coupling among group [WO4]

2− and the Ag+ ion.66

Thus, the internal modes are related to the vibrational
molecular units, where the centers of mass remains immobile
and the external mode refer to the lattice phonon, which is
attributed to the motion of Ag+ ion.67

Figure 3a illustrates the Raman spectra of α-Ag2−2xZnxWO4
(x = 0, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, and 0.25) microcrystals prepared

at 80 °C for 30 min by the CP method, and Figure 3b
compares the experimental Raman vibrational modes of α-
Ag2−2xZnxWO4 microcrystals with the Raman-active modes
calculated theoretically.
In Table SI-5, a comparison is presented among the

experimental and simulated Raman active modes of α-

Ag2WO4 microcrystals and values reported in the litera-
ture.22,23,56,68

According to the literature,56 there are 21 different
vibrational modes in the tungstate with an orthorhombic
structure. However, as can be seen in Figure 3a, 18 well-defined
Raman-active modes were detected. These modes can be
associated with the symmetric and asymmetric stretching
among O−W−O moieties inside the [WO6] cluster, revealing
peaks corresponding to the Raman-active internal modes A1,
A2, B1, and B2,

5 while the modes located at lower energy
represent the torsion among W−O and Ag−O situated in the
50−1000 cm−1 range. All modes presented in Figure 3a are
intense and well-defined, suggesting that all α-Ag2−2xZnxWO4
(x = 0, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, and 0.25) microcrystals are
structurally ordered at short-range. However, it is important to
note that several modes were not observed probably due to
their small intensities.
In this work, the active mode located in lower energy

corresponds to translational A1g (60 cm−1) mode, and this
refers to external or lattice phonons due to the Ag+ heavy-
cation movement in the rigid molecular unit. The strong
interaction between the ions can cause an increase in the
Raman-active mode intensity, and this occurs due to stretching
and bending vibrations of shorter M−O bonds.69 Thus, the
intense peak at 884 cm−1 is attributed to the A1g mode caused
by the symmetric stretching vibrations of [O←W→O] bonds
of octahedral [WO6] clusters,5,23 as opposed to the lattice
modifier assigned to [AgOy] (y = 2, 4, 6, and 7) clusters. Three
Raman modes (A1g, B2g, and B1g) were also not observed,
probably due to their small intensities.
Figure 3a displays that the Raman spectra for these samples

presented a small change, indicating that the addition of Zn2+

ions in α-Ag2WO4 does not cause drastic changes in the
stretching, torsional, and bending vibrational modes of the
orthorhombic structure. It occurs because of the Zn2+

substitutes the Ag+ cation; however, some variations were
expected. For example, the intense peaks at ∼884 cm−1 show
reductions in their intensities as the Zn2+ concentration is
increased (see Figure 3a), due to structural distortions in the α-
Ag2−2xZnxWO4 microcrystal lattice produced by the Zn2+

substitution on the Ag+ sites. These distortions also provoke
changes in the bond lengths of the W−O distances in the
[WO6] clusters.

23 The result is in accordance with the Rietveld
data, where a decrease in the cell volume as the concentration
of Zn2+ was increased in the α-Ag2WO4 lattice was observed.
One way to assess the quality of the theoretical models is to

compare the vibrational modes. Figure 3b displays the Raman
modes of the experimental samples, represented by (•),
compared with our theoretical model (model B), illustrated
as (★). Both experimental and theoretical results are in
accordance with the literature5,20,22,23,56 (see Table SI-5). This
fact indicates that our model provides an appropriate
representation of the α-Ag2−2xZnxWO4 solid solutions. A slight
variation of some modes can be detected, mainly at 443.9,
456.7, and 474.9 cm−1 (Bg), which are associated with the
stretching and bending vibrational modes of the Zn−O when
compared with the experimental Raman modes (see Figure 3b
and Table SI-5). This difference can be attributed to the
different methods of synthesis, crystal size, and structural
changes of bond distances Ag−O, W−O, and Zn−O, and bond
angles Ag−W−O, Ag−W−Zn, along the [AgOy]−[WO6]−
[AgOy] and [AgOy]−[WO6]−[ZnOy] (y = 2, 4, 6, and 7)20

frameworks.

Figure 3. (a) Raman spectra of the α-Ag2−2xZnxWO4 (x = (a) 0, (b)
0.05, (c) 0.10, (d) 0.15, (e) 0.20, and (f) 0.25) microcrystals obtained
by the CP method at 80 °C for 30 min and (b) comparison between
the relative positions of theoretical and experimental Raman-active
modes of α-Ag2−2xZnxWO4 microcrystals.
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FTIR Spectroscopy Analysis. FTIR data obtained in the
interval of 200−1000 cm−1 of the α-Ag2−2xZnxWO4 (x = 0,
0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, and 0.25) microcrystals synthesized by
CP at 80 °C for 30 min are displayed in Figure SI-5.
Figure SI-5a−f presents the 14 IR-active vibrational modes

assigned to the [WO4
2−] group, Ag−O and Zn−O bonds, and

Zn−O−W bond angles.
The samples exhibit two intense absorption bands at 874 and

821 cm−1 referring to bonds between the W−O−W and O−
W−O antisymmetric stretching of the tetrahedral WO4

2− group
(see the inset in Figure SI-5). The 317 and 295 cm−1 bands
represent the IR-active vibrational internal modes associated
with the symmetric bending vibrations and external modes
attributed to the torsional within the WO4

2− group, respectively.
Figure SI-5 shows that, for the samples with x > 0.05, there is

a change in some modes of the W−O bonds and O−W−O
bending, which can be observed in the range of 400−750 cm−1.
This behavior is due to distortions of the [AgOy]−[WO6]−
[ZnOy] (y = 2, 4, 6, and 7) clusters. Thus, the observed bands
at 617 and 588 cm−1 are assigned to the bridging oxygen atoms
in the W2O2 asymmetric stretching, with the latter related to a
small shift to lower wavenumbers (cm−1) for samples with x =
0.20 and 0.25 of Zn2+ ion substitution (see Figure SI-5e,f). The
vibrations of the O−W−O moiety also results in the active
modes at 737 and 926 cm−1, and in the W−O−W moiety the
vibrations result in the mode at 671 cm−1.47

The absorption bands at 361 and 487 cm−1 can be attributed
to nonsymmetric deformation modes of Zn−O bonds, and the
absorption bands at 911 and 1051 cm−1 are related to the
bending and stretching of the Zn−O−W framework.2,70 FTIR
spectra provided evidence that all α-Ag2−2xZnxWO4 powders
have an orthorhombic-type structure.
FE-SEM Morphological Analysis. Figure 4a−r presents

the morphologies and microstructures of the α-Ag2−2xZnxWO4

(x = 0, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, and 0.25) microcrystals obtained
by CP at 80 °C for 30 min.
All samples are agglomerated with a polydisperse size

distribution and shape (see Figure 4a−r), in accordance with
our previous studies.3,17,47 On the basis of the Wulff
construction, it is possible to find surface energy ratios to
achieve the same morphologies obtained experimentaly.54,71,72

However, this is a simple method that can be applied to show
how the Zn2+ replacement influences the crystal morphology
and, consequently, the materials properties (see Figure SI-6).
An analysis of the images for the α-Ag2WO4 microcrystals

displayed in Figure 4a−c shows several elongated rod-like
structures, and it is possible to verify that α-Ag2WO4
microcrystals present a well-defined face with a hexagonal
shape (see Figure 4b).3,17,47 It can be observed that some small
α-Ag2WO4 nanocrystals, as well as large α-Ag2WO4 micro-
crystal surfaces, were not diffused within the interior. According
to Cavalcante et al.,3 this behavior is because the partial
diffusion of these small microcrystals thought larger particles of
α-Ag2WO4 and/or that thermal energy that was not enough to
the normal growth rate of the α-Ag2WO4 microcrystals.
According to Roca et al.,17 α-Ag2WO4 microcrystals with a
hexagonal rod-like shape have a preferential growth along the
[010] direction. Coming from the vacuum structure previously
obtained, the Wulff construction of the hexagonal rod-like
shape can be obtained by destabilizing the (010) surface
(increasing its energy) and stabilizing the (101) surface
(decreasing the energy). The relative surface energies of this
morphology are described in Figure SI-6b.
In the solid solution with x = 0.05 of Zn2+ occurs a

modification in the microcrystal shapes and sizes, as can be seen
in Figure 4d−f. These figures illustrate the formation of rod-like
microcrystals with crystallographic face-squared shapes (see
Figure 4e,f). The average size of these particles is also smaller

Figure 4. FE-SEM images of α-Ag2−2xZnxWO4 (where (A−C) x = 0, (D−F) x = 0.05, (G−I) x = 0.10, (J−L) x = 0.15, (M−O) x = 0.20, and (P−R)
x = 0.25) microcrystals, obtained by the CP method at 80 °C for 30 min.
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than the pure α-Ag2WO4. Thus, the Wulff construction of this
morphology was reached destabilizing the (001) surface and
stabilizing the (100) surface (see Figure SI-6c). It is worth
mentioning that the elongation of these particles is provided by
the decrease in the (001) surface energy in relation to the
(100) and (010) surfaces. Therefore, this information allows
one to know how the Zn2+ influences the particle growth, by
providing a stabilization of the (101) surface with respect to the
(100), (010), and (001) surfaces. The surface energy values in
thermodynamic equilibrium can be found in Figure SI-6c.
Figure 4g−i presents the α-Ag2−2xZnxWO4 (x = 0.10) solid

solution, where a similar behavior of α-Ag2−2xZnxWO4 (x =
0.05) microcrystals is observed, and this can be proved through
the Wulff construction (see Figure SI-6c); however, the
microcrystals show a more rugose surface and a decrease in
the average size (see Figure 4h).
Figure 4j−l shows the α-Ag2−2xZnxWO4 (x = 0.15)

microcrystals, which exhibit a rugose surface and face-quasi-
squared shape, while also showing a curved surface (see Figure
4k,l). Finally, in the α-Ag2−2xZnxWO4 (x = 0.20 and 0.25)
microcrystals the Zn2+ caused a pronounced change in the
microcrystals’ shapes and sizes (see Figures 4m,n,p−r),
respectively, leading to the formation of deformed rod-like
structures with curved surfaces.
In a general observation, the low concentration of Zn2+

initially induced the disappearance of the (101) surface at
equilibrium, resulting in a tetrahedral morphology. Increasing
the amount of Zn2+ ions, it was noticed that imperfections
formed on the tetrahedral crystals, as observed in Figure 4h, up
to a point where the morphologies suffered a deconfiguration
(see Figure 4m−r). Therefore, the structural disorganization
induced by Zn2+ on the lattice tends to hamper the atomic
stacking at a superficial level, generating these observed
changes.
Thus, Figure 5 schematizes the growth mechanism, which

leads to the formation of the α-Ag2−2xZnxWO4 (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.25)

microcrystals in comparison with FE-SEM micrographs.
Initially, through the strong electrostatic attraction between
the hydrated Ag+, Zn2+, and WO4

2− clusters, the first nuclei are
formed, and, consequently, the nucleation phase starts
spontaneously with the formation of primary particles that
lead the precipitation. Thus, the rapid nucleation step is

followed by the uniform growth of the particles. This process is
called Ostwald ripening (OR), in which the system reaches an
equilibrium condition between the solubility and precipitation
processes. The OR process occurs when small particles in
suspension redissolve and are deposited in larger particles. This
OR process can happen in two steps: a very slow or fast
nucleation step, leading to the formation of polydisperse or
monodisperse particles, respectively.47,73 When a change in the
morphology is observed due to the addition of Zn2+ clusters
and to the silver vacancies, there is a spontaneous formation of
oxygen vacancies in the clusters that creates irregularities or
surface defects in α-Ag2−2xZnxWO4 (0.05 ≤ x ≤ 0.25)
microcrystals, indicating a polydisperse growth nature (see
the morphology in the Figure 5 inset).

UV−Vis Absorption Spectroscopy Analysis and Band
Structures of α-Ag2−2xZnxWO4 Microcrystals. The optical
band gap energies (Egap) of α-Ag2−2xZnxWO4 (x = 0, 0.05, 0.10,
0.15, 0.20, and 0.25) microcrystals were calculated by the
Wood-Tauc74 method and Kubelka−Munk75 function. The gap
energy values were obtained through the equations discussed in
previous works.3,17,23,57,76 According to the literature77,78 the α-
Ag2WO4 microcrystals present a direct electronic transition.
Additionally, on the basis of our theoretical calculations, the
electronic transitions for the α-Ag2−2xZnxWO4 (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.25)
systems are governed by an indirect transition. This
information was used for the band gap energy estimation in
the Wood-Tauc method.
Table 3 presents the estimated band gap values for α-

Ag2−2xZnxWO4 (x = 0, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, and 0.25)

microcrystals obtained by CP at 80 °C for 30 min. The UV−vis
spectra of these samples are present in Figure SI-7.
As observed in Table 3, the experimental Egap values show a

slight decrease as the presence of Zn2+ ions in the α-Ag2WO4
lattice increases.
The study of these electronic transitions can be evaluated

through theoretical calculations. Therefore, Figure 6a−c
illustrates the band structures of pure α-Ag2WO4, for model
A and model B.
Typically, the introduction of impurities in the lattice tends

to decrease band gap due to the creation of new intermediate
levels3,22,57 in the forbidden region, as also observed in our
model as well. This tendency can occur not only because of the
insertion of impurities but also by the disordered structure as
structural defects at medium range, local bond distortions,57,68

[WO6]−[WO6], [AgOy]−[AgOy], or [WO6]−[AgOy],
47 in-

trinsic surface states, and interfaces.17

By means of the band structure analysis, it was noticed that
the pure α-Ag2WO4 and the two models with the Zn
replacement are typically characterized by indirect electronic
transitions. In the band structure of pure α-Ag2WO4, the top of

Figure 5. Schematic illustration of the proposed growth mechanism
leading to the formation of α-Ag2−2xZnxWO4 (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.25)
microcrystals.

Table 3. Optical Band Gap Energy (Egap) Values to α-
Ag2−2xZnxWO4

a Microcrystals Obtained by CP Methodb

α-Ag2−2xZnxWO4 Egap (eV)

x = 0.00 3.18
x = 0.05 3.04
x = 0.10 3.03
x = 0.15 3.07
x = 0.20 3.08
x = 0.25 3.08

ax = 0.00, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, and 0.25. bAt 80 °C for 30 min.
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the valence band (VB) is located at the T point, and the bottom
of the conduction band (CB) is at the Γ point; in models A and
B, the bottom of the CB is located at the T point, and the top
of the VB is placed at the U and R points, respectively. Even
though the band gaps of the two models are similar, the indirect
characteristic of the band gap was retained, although the change
of U−T to R−T transition. This result confirms that the
location of the replacement (in the Ag2 site in model A; in the
Ag4 site in model B) affects the transition energy. The
comparison between the energies revealed that model B is
more stable than model A. Additionally, this stability resulted in
the reduction in the band gap value due to the modification of
energy levels, which can be better evaluated by the DOS
analysis.

Density of States. The DOS of pure α-Ag2WO4 and the
two models were also studied to give information in relation to
the electronic transitions. Figure 7 shows the total DOS for
pure α-Ag2WO4 and the models with Zn replacement (models
A and B). For all models, the projected DOS on the W atom is
principally determined in the CB with 5d orbitals. The VB is
mainly resulting from the hybridization of 2p and 4d orbitals
from O and Ag atoms, respectively. The Zn atoms present a

Figure 6. Band structure of (a) pure α-Ag2WO4, (b) model A, and (c)
model B.

Figure 7. DOS projected in (a) pure α-Ag2WO4, (b) model A, and (c)
model B.
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small contribution for both bands. When we analyze these
results, it is possible to notice that the region of the band gap
underwent an enlargement in both bands. This fact is linked
with the kinds of defects that the Zn2+ replacement created in
the α-Ag2WO4 bulk.
There might be different defects in the structure; for

example, shallow and deep defects. The first one is related to
structural order−disorder effects, such as bond stretching or
bond bending, whereas the deep defect is assigned to oxygen
vacancies (VO

x ). When we induce the Zn2+ substitution in the
theoretical models, changes in the α-Ag2WO4 bulk (pure
model) were observed, mainly causing different types of
clusters. These structural deformations and oxygen vacancies
are present in [AgOy], [ZnOy] (y = 2, 4, 6, and 7), and [WO6]
clusters.
Photoluminescence. PL spectra of the α-Ag2−2xZnxWO4

(x = 0, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, and 0.25) samples prepared by the
CP method at 80 °C for 30 min with a 350.7 nm excitation are
shown in Figure 8. The PL studies are an important way to
evaluate the electronic levels and to analyze the theoretical
models.

Figure 8 shows the PL emissions from 350 to 850 nm for all
of the samples. It is possible to observe a wide band with
maximum intensity emission in the violet−blue range between
450 and 465 nm and another in the orange−red region
between 606 and 690 nm, related to cluster-to-cluster charge
transfer processes. All spectra present a wide band in the visible
range, indicating that the emission is a multilevel process,22

involving the contribution of various energy states in the band
gap.3,68

Figure 8 illustrates the maximum blue PL emission peak of
the α-Ag2WO4 sample, with the maximum intensity centered at
450 nm, possibly caused by electronic transitions in the
octahedral [WO6] cluster. On the one hand, a red shift to 465
nm and a decrease in the intensity are observed. On the other
hand, there is an increase of the red region emission from 600
to 800 nm in the samples with the Zn2+ ion addition in the α-
Ag2WO4 lattice. This red shift of the maximum emission and
the changes in the PL profile of the spectra observed in Figure

8 indicate that the [WO6] and [AgOy] clusters were influenced
by distortions of the [AgOy]−[WO6]−[ZnOz] (y = 2, 4, 6, and
7) bonds and also that there are clusters with oxygen vacancies
(VO

x ). This fact can be associated with the formation of new
[ZnOy] clusters in the α-Ag2WO4 lattice, which are responsible
for the different distribution of the energy levels within the
band gap,47 confirming the substitution of Zn2+ on the Ag+ site.
To better understand the effect of Zn2+ in the α-Ag2−2xZnxWO4
lattice and its behavior on the PL properties, a deconvolution of
each peak of the PL spectra was performed using the PickFit
program with the Voight area function, as illustrated in Figure
9.
Figure 9 presents that, through the deconvolution of the PL

spectra, four curves at λ = 441 (blue), 491 (green), 630 (red),
and 768 nm (orange) were possible to cover all of the visible
electromagnetic spectrum. These results show a different
behavior in each sample as the concentration of Zn2+ in the
α-Ag2−2xZnxWO4 solid solutions was increased. However, these
results reveal an elevated percentage of the red and orange area,
indicating a higher amount of deep defects compared to
shallow defects. This behavior is different from the pure α-
Ag2WO4 sample, which favors the blue and green area,
corresponding to shallow structural defects. These oscillations
in the PL emissions corroborate with the Rietveld data, which
show a random distribution of Zn2+ ions on the Ag+ sites. The
replacement of Ag+ by Zn2+ in α-Ag2−2xZnxWO4 forms a
complex structure with ionic bonds and, consequently, forms
complexes with strong bonds. Thus, the substitutions occur in
different clusters as the number of Zn2+ ions are increased,
causing a red shift, which is linked to the increase in the amount
of deep defects. These results were confirmed by theoretical
models, where it was possible to notice different clusters of
[ZnO5·VO

x ], [ZnO4·2VO
x ], [WO5·VO

x ], [WO4·2VO
x ], and [AgOy]

(y = 4, 5, and 6), as demonstrated in Section 3.4 (Structural
Theoretical Analysis).
When the Zn2+ ions are doped into α-Ag2WO4, the red

emission is favored, and it is linked to the deep defects, which
are, in turn, linked to the oxygen vacancies presented in the
clusters. In α-Ag2WO4 microcrystals, it is supposed that the
Zn2+ ion replaces the Ag+ ion. Thus, the replacement of
bivalent ion for a monovalent requires a charge balance of the
lattice.67 This behavior is expressed through eqs 1−4.19

+ × → ′ + × •V V[WO ] [WO ] [WO ] [WO ]x x
6 5 O 6 5 O (1)

+ × → ′ + × •V V2[WO ] [WO 2 ] 2[WO ] [WO 2 ]x x
6 4 O 6 4 O

(2)

+ × → ′ + × •V V[ZnO ] [ZnO ] [ZnO ] [ZnO ]x x
6 5 O 6 5 O

(3)

+ ×

→ ′ + × •

V

V

2[ZnO ] [ZnO 2 ]

2[ZnO ] [ZnO 2 ]

x x
6 4 O

6 4 O (4)

The oxygen vacancies can be found in different charge states
in the disordered lattice, such as [WO5·VO

x ], [WO4·2VO
x ],

[ZnO5·VO
x ], and [ZnO4·2VO

x ], where these donate electrons and
are neutral relative to the lattice. [WO5·VO

• ], [WO4·2VO
• ],

[ZnO5·VO
• ], and [ZnO4·2VO

• ] are singly ionized states and
donate and capture electrons, while [WO5·VO

••], [WO4·2VO
••],

[ZnO5·VO
••], and [ZnO4·VO

••] are doubly positively charged
states in the lattice and capture electrons. Thus, these oxygen
vacancies generate new energy states into the band gap, being
attributed to [WO6], [AgOy], or [ZnOy] complex clusters.

67

Figure 8. Emission spectra of the α-Ag2−2xZnxWO4 (x = (a) 0, (b)
0.05, (c) 0.10, (d) 0.15, (e) 0.20, and (f) 0.25) microcrystals obtained
by the CP method at 80 °C for 30 min; excited at 350.7 nm with a
krypton ion laser.
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However, other factors may also be involved in the PL of the
α-Ag2−2xZnxWO4 samples, such as particle aggregation, differ-
ences in the size and the morphology, as well as surface
characteristics.3,57,68 Therefore, changes in the shapes and sizes
of the particles are considered crucial for the variations of the
luminescence emission profile. Thus, it is possible to compare
the changes in the PL emission obtained in this work with the
morphology of the microcrystals by increasing the amount of
Zn2+ in the lattice (see Figures 4a−r), where significant changes
in the sizes and shapes of the particles and their surfaces were
observed.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, α-Ag2−2xZnxWO4 (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.25) solid solutions
crystals were synthesized successfully by the CP method and,
for first time, the introduction of Zn2+ ions to control the
crystal characteristics and optical properties was investigated.

XRD patterns and Rietveld refinement data showed that the α-
Ag2−2xZnxWO4 (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.25) microcrystals were monophasic
with orthorhombic structure and space group Pn2n and showed
that Zn replacement occurred randomly in Ag sites in the α-
Ag2WO4 structure, depending on the Zn concentration. Thus,
structural theoretical analysis based on first-principles calcu-
lations showed that Zn replacement in α-Ag2WO4 structure is
more favorable on the Ag4 site (tetracoordinated).
MR and FTIR spectroscopies were employed to evaluate the

vibrational modes, and the results have confirmed that all
vibrational modes are characteristic of the orthorhombic
structure. The addition of Zn2+ ions in α-Ag2WO4 was unable
to modify the stretching, torsional, and bending active
vibrational modes. The theoretical values of the Raman spectra
are in agreement with previously reported values and the
experimental results.

Figure 9. Deconvolution of PL spectra of α-Ag2−2xZnxWO4 (x = (a) 0, (b) 0.05, (c) 0.10, (d) 0.15, (e) 0.20, and (f) 0.25) microcrystals obtained by
the CP method at 80 °C for 30 min. (insets) The area percentage of each color component corresponding to the emission peak.
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FE-SEM images revealed that the incorporation of Zn2+ in
the α-Ag2WO4 structure affected the shape and size of the
microcrystals. On the basis of the Wulff’s theorem and
theoretical results, a model was elaborated to determine the
surface energies of the α-Ag2WO4 crystals with atomic-level
resolution and the crystal morphologies at equilibrium. Particle
shape transformations of the α-Ag2WO4 were estimated by
controlling the ratio between surface energy values of each face.
The Ag substitution by Zn decreased the number of exposed
surfaces, and the shape changed from roll-like to curved
surfaces in α-Ag2WO4 and α-Ag2−2xZnxWO4 (x = 0.25),
respectively.
The UV−vis spectrum indicated that, for α-Ag2WO4

microcrystals and α-Ag2−2xZnxWO4, the band gap value was
governed by an indirect transition. The PL behavior of the α-
Ag2WO4 microcrystals was associated with structural rearrange-
ments, provoked by the order−disorder effects on [WO6]o

x−
[WO6]d

x and [AgOy]o
x−[AgOy]d

x (y = 2, 4, 6, and 7) clusters.
These effects are linked to shallow defects, resulting in a higher
percentage of the blue region contribution in the PL profile. In
the α-Ag2−2xZnxWO4 (0.05 ≤ x ≤ 0.25) microcrystals, the PL is
associated with distortion and oxygen vacancies (VO

x ) in these
clusters causing a red shift, which is linked to an increase in the
amount of deep defects.
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